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The Ethiopian Idle: The emergence of new Graziani Abiy Ahmed
We do not give up or yield people’s natural freedom to the oppressor and acquiescence is not an option! This is not
the way out of the potential well of ethnofascist regime.
[Ademe Bilal]
“Humankind has been shortened by so many super- heads, which also happens to be the most significant heads of
our times. The martyr’s observation of human right violation in our country hit the hull's eye. “
[FECIC]
"Freedom only for the supporters of the government (the reactionary regimes), only for the members of one party –
however numerous they may be – is no freedom at all. Freedom is always and exclusively freedom for the one who
thinks differently. "
[The Martyrs]

Preamble
To accept passively an unjust system is to cooperate with that system; thereby the oppressed
become as evil as the oppressor. To accept injustice or segregation passively is to say to the
oppressor that his actions are morally right. One cannot reduce the analysis of ethnofascist to
social class, one cannot understand the myth of ethnocentrism fully without a class analysis, for to
do one at the expense of the other is to fall prey into a sectarianist position, which is as despicable
as the narrow ethnic superiority that we need to reject.
Yielding to acquiescence meant the oppressed resign themselves to their doom. They tacitly adjust
themselves to oppression, and thereby become conditioned to it. In every movement toward
freedom some of the oppressed prefer to remain oppressed. Almost 2800 years ago Moses set out
to lead the children of Israel from the slavery of Egypt to the freedom of the Promised Land. He
soon discovered that slaves do not always welcome their deliverers. They become accustomed to
being slaves.
This is the type of negative freedom and resignation that often engulfs the life of the oppressed. So,
acquiescence-while often the easier way-is not the moral way. It is the way of the coward.
Oppression designates the disadvantage and injustice some people suffer not only because a
tyrannical power intends to keep them down, but because of the everyday practices of a wellintentioned liberal society. Oppression in the structural sense is part of the basic fabric of a
society, not a function of a few people's choice or policies. You won't eliminate this structural
oppression by getting rid of the rulers or making some new laws, because oppressions are
systematically reproduced in major economic, political, and cultural institutions as it happened
currently in Ethiopian society. It needs the demolition of the existing infrastructure and replace it
by new framework of democratic institution.
As many elites decidedly argued, curiosity about the object of knowledge and the willingness and
openness to engage theoretical readings and discussions is fundamental. However, we should not
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suggest an over-celebration of theory. We must not negate practice for the sake of theory. As
Marilyn Frye puts it, oppression refers to "an enclosing structure of forces and barriers which
tends to be the immobilization and reduction of a group or category of people.”
The central function of scientific theory of exploitation is to explain how class structure can exist in
the absence of legally and normatively sanctioned class distinctions. In pre-capitalist societies
domination is overt and carried on through direct political means. In both slave society and feudal
society, the right to appropriate the product of the labor of others partly defines class privilege,
and these societies legitimate class distinctions with ideologies of natural superiority and
inferiority. Capitalist society, on the other hand, removes traditional juridically-enforced class
distinctions and promotes a belief in the legal freedom of persons. Workers freely contract with
employers, receive a wage, and no formal mechanisms of law or custom force them to work for
that employer or any employer. Thus, the mystery of capitalism arises: when everyone is formally
free, how can there be class domination? Why does there continue to be class distinction between
the wealthy, who own the means of production, and the mass of people, who work for them?
The theory of exploitation answers this question. Profit, the basis of capitalist power and wealth, is
a mystery if we assume that in the market goods exchange at their values. Marx's use of the labor
theory of value, however, dispels this mystery. Every commodity's value is a function of the labor
time necessary for the production of labor power. Labor power is the one commodity which in the
process of being consumed produces new value. Profit then comes from the difference between the
actual labor and the value of that capacity to labor which the capitalist purchases and puts to work.
The owner of capital appropriates this surplus value, which accounts for the possibility of realizing
a profit.
As we have indicated, the Marxian idea of class is important because it helps reveal the structure of
exploitation: that some people have their power and wealth because they profit from the labor of
others. For this reason, we reject the claim some make that a traditional class exploitation model
fails to capture the structure of contemporary society. It is still the case that the labor of most
people in the society augments the power of a few; whatever their differences from
nonprofessional workers, most professional workers share with them not being members of the
capitalist class. Rather than expanding or revising the Marxian concept of class to take account of
this experience, as some writers do, we suggest that we follow Weber and describe this as a
difference in status rather than class. Being a professional entail occupying a status position that
non-professionals lack, creating a condition of oppression that non-professionals suffer. I shall call
this kind of oppression "powerlessness."
The absence of genuine democracy in the Ethiopia means that most people do not participate in
making decisions that regularly affect the conditions of their lives and actions. In this sense most
people lack significant power. Powerlessness, however, describes the lives of people who have little
or no work autonomy, exercise little creativity or judgment in their work, have no technical
expertise or authority, express themselves awkwardly, especially in public or bureaucratic ethnofabric settings, and do not command respect. The clearest way for me to think of this powerless
status is negatively; the powerless lack the status and sense of self that professionals tend to have.
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There are three aspects of status privilege that professionals have, the lack of which produces
oppression for non-professionals:






First, acquiring and practicing a profession has an expansive, progressive character. Being
professional usually requires a college education and learning a specialized knowledge that
entails working with symbols and concepts. In acquiring one's profession, a person
experiences progress in learning the expertise, and usually when one begins practicing one
enters a career, that is, a working life of growth or progress in professional development.
The life of the nonprofessional by comparison is powerless in the sense that it lacks this
orientation toward the progressive development of one's capacities.
Second, while most professionals have supervisors and do not have powers to affect many
decisions or the action of very many people, most nevertheless have considerable day-today work autonomy. Professionals usually have some authority over others, moreover,
either over workers they supervise, or over auxiliaries, or over clients. Non-professionals,
on the other hand, lack autonomy, and both in their working lives and in their consumerclient lives, they often stand under the authority of professionals. Though having its
material basis in a division of labor between "mental" and "manual" work, the group
division between "middle class" and "working class" designates not a division only in
working life, but also in nearly all aspects of social life. The two groups tend to live in
segregated neighborhoods or even different towns, not least because of the actions and
decisions of real estate people. They tend to have different tastes in food, decor, clothes,
music, and vacations. Members of the two groups socialize for the most part with others in
the same status group. While there is some intergroup mobility between generations, for
the most part the children of professionals become professionals and the children of nonprofessionals do not.
Third, the privileges of the professional extend beyond the workplace to elevate a whole way
of life, which consists in being "respectable." To treat someone with respect is to be
prepared to listen to what they have to say or to do what they request because they have
some authority, expertise, or influence.

Exploitation, marginality, and powerlessness all refer to relations of power and oppression that
occur by virtue of the social division of labor: who works for whom, who does not work, and how
the content of work in one position is defined in relation to others. These three categories refer to
the structural and institutional relations that delimit people's material lives, including but not
limited to the resources they have access to, the concrete opportunity they have or do not have to
develop and exercise capacities in involving, socially recognized ways that enhance rather than
diminish their lives. These kinds of oppression are a matter of concrete power in relation to others,
who benefits from whom, and who is dispensable. The highest form of oppression and acquisition
as a response is paving the path to genocide, interethnic conflict, ethnic cleansing and state
terrorism. The current infantile “leader”, Abiy Ahmed a carbon copy of dictator
Esaias Afeworki of Eritrea and the defunct satellite elites, is a typical tyrant of our
modern history. The present Ethiopia, as state, collapsed into anarchic civil war as in the
primitive society while trying to transition away from despotically structured ethnofascism.
How can we fight oppressions?
precursor.

Inclusive transitions framework is a necessary
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In, countries that have experienced repression and armed conflict have an opportunity to
transition to a better future. Yet, only a minority succeeds and our great country, Ethiopia, with its
great people is one of the failures. Ethnic, religious, regional, clan, caste, class or ideological
divisions more frequently prevent the formation of stable regimes that are widely viewed as
legitimate. Weak governments, specifically ethnically structured regime like ours, that cannot act
capably and equitably more often encourage groups to fight for power on zero-sum terms,
producing vicious cycles of conflict that are hard to end. Economies also suffer more in the
process, worsening the lives of the very people whose high hopes often ignited the transition in the
first place.
This article draws on past experience and an accumulated common sense to offer a new way,
which was started in the 60th, forward. It emphasises that transitions are the rare but critical
junctures in history during which – against the odds – fragile states can transform their social and
political dynamics by pursuing a new national path marked by more inclusive and cohesive
practices; the adoption of an enduring social covenant and social contract where either is absent
or broken; and the construction of a more inclusive, overarching political identity and reality. Over
time, these can contribute to more responsive and accountable governance; economic policies
which generate shared growth and widespread benefits; security and legal systems that work more
equally for everyone; and a social and cultural ethic that unites diverse populations and reduces
discrimination and longstanding grievances. This publication advocates inclusiveness as the most
important priority for transitions because, however difficult in practice, it is the only realistic way
for fragile states to break cycles of conflict and repression. Recommending its use as a compass to
prioritise and judge policies and actions in the political, economic, administrative, legal, security
and socio-cultural spheres, this publication offers practical ideas for inclusive-oriented leaders to
strengthen cohesion, integration and the sense of common nationhood (national demos) that can
help their countries overcome the tensions and divisions that a transition inevitably brings to the
fore. As such, it builds on the aspirations of the New Deal for Engagement in Fragile States and
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, both of which emphasise inclusiveness as
crucial to promoting stability and development. Pre-transition/ or reformism:
Exclusive and divisive with competing national narratives
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Typical indicators:
Core dynamics:

No social covenant/or no social constitution

Political security:
Unaccountable government and\or high
degree of violence, Institutions/laws:

Single party Dicttorship

Institutions and laws disenfranchise manly,
narrow economic growth enriches small part
of the population : the leader and the
sattelites elites arround him, low tolerrance
for identity and/ or beliefs of many groups.

Militaristic societyEmphasizes inequality

Peace is weak, Expansion a must

Advocates of Social Darwinism

Condmns Democracy

Pro-neocolonialst

Coropratism

Genocide

Practiced terrorism with armed groups

Primitive

Ethnic superiority =The real contagion

Anti Jewish

Ethnic persecution and Ethnic cleaning

Height form of barbarism

Reginal expansion

No ligitment social contract
Fragmented political identity dominated by
ethnic politics

Symbols

Zenithal form of barbarism

Fascism and modern ethnocentrism are two sides of the same coin: They are both ideologies of
narcissists and morons. Fascist ideology governed the educational system. The first sentence
pronounced by children at school was "Let us salute the flag in the Oromia fashion (worship
the tree like pagans); hail to Oromia; hail to Abiy. Fascism often encouraged social distrust and
hatred for Jews as ethnicism hated the Amhara and other ethnic groups.

The anticipated vision/goal of Graziani Abiy Ahmed and his OLF death-squad organization
Hitherto existing Ethiopian history narrated that dictator have maintained a stronghold on power
and became the norm, which are best understood if they are analyzed using the theoretical
frameworks of; cooptation, coercion, repression, colonial legacies, and elements of foreign direct
investment/ influence. From observations of contemporary events in the present Ethiopia,
dictator Abiy Ahmed has survived by surrounding himself with elite groups that are composed
mainly of allies that have been involved in the initial struggle for power. Insulating oneself with a
cadre of yes men is one part as the other is keeping up with their rents. The questions that should
be posed are:
1. What is this dictator’s vision/goal?
2. Why has he been /is looking for foreign interventionists like Eritrean dictator and Arab
emeritus? Is he not undermining Ethiopian elites and the citizens in general?
3. Is he not in line with the notorious Melees Zenawi’s principle of ethno-fascistic demagogy:
the potential to destroy the nation and continue with his genocidal plan on certain ethnic
groups or “a child of a rat is a rat,” kind of Ethiopian proverb?
4. Why he is not involving all citizens in their country’s fundamental social change if he is
really for the country and the people or “a melancholic look is visible but not a
melancholic heart,” kind of Ethiopian proverb?
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5. Why he is not effective/compassionate leader to all Ethiopians-irrespective of ethnic
background?
6. Finally, what are the countries who awarded him the Noble prize without understanding the
intent of his political directions and the historical achievement he demonstrated prior to
power? Is not disgrace to the committee of Nobel Peace Prize granter in Oslo, Norway?
Where is peace in Ethiopia under this dictator, genocidal activities so that citizens may rest
in peace? Dehumanizing citizens of Ethiopia in particular and black Africans in general or
“even if Jesus Christ's death could have been prevented, Judas* would still
have been a traitor,” a kind of Ethiopian proverb? Zenawi is dead but
reconstituted by infantile Abiy?
*: One of the 12 apostles, Judas Iscariot betrayed Jesus, as the current “Ethiopian
messiah” and his “elite-cadres” have betrayed citizens and denied genocidal
activities against certain ethnic groups and Orthodox Christians!
Citizens blamed the crisis on deep-rooted ethnofascism and state inaction. Despite their different
circumstances and backgrounds, all of the missing (the 17-Dembidolo students) and murdered
(everywhere in the country, particularly the Amara-Agew have been slaughtered by Abiy’s
Prosperous party policy to this second) are connected by economic, social, and political
marginalization, ethnicism and ethnic-based hate woven into the fabric of Ethiopian society since
the Woyane-TPLF-OLF took state power. Abiy government is State terrorist (terrorism is
commonly understood to refer to acts of violence that target civilians in the pursuit of political or
ideological aims)
1. Goal: State terrorism is meant to eliminate opposition, consolidate power to form
Oromia state with Capital city of Finfinnee (Addis Ababa): Has an adverse effect on the
establishment of the rule of law, undermines pluralistic civil society, aims at the
destruction of the establishment of democratic transitional government by superseding
technofascist regime.
2. Plan: It is designed to make a point, through psychological means, fear and mass
genocide, threatens the dignity and security of human beings everywhere, endangers or
takes innocent lives, creates an environment that destroys the freedom from fear of the
people, jeopardizes fundamental freedoms, and aims at the destruction of human rights.

Current Metekel Genocides (All opportunists spectators of genocidal activities are complicit in the
current criminal conspiracy): To Prophet Abiy Ahmed and his satellites, please read this holy
scripture from the holly bible! Singing "Hallelujah" everywhere does not prove one's
sanctity! [Ethiopian proverb]
In Isaiah 61:3, God prophesied that the Messiah would fundamentally change who we are and
that He would be glorified as a result. Look at what He says: “So they will be called oaks of
righteousness, the planting of the LORD, that He may be glorified.”
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That verse ends by saying that because God made us righteous, we can glorify Him.
The clear meaning is that because we are righteous in our identity in Christ, we can
live like who we are. This is spiritual growth and spiritual maturity. This is what
gives God glory.
The question is, why the “messiah Abiy Ahmed is called the oaks of righteousness and
glorified by ignorant,” when he, the “messiah,” allowed genocide, inequality,
marginalization, interethnic conflict, and ethnofascisim under his government?

Dictator Abiy Ahmed pretends to be a family man when he is conducting the
unheard and untold genocide against his own family in Ethiopian history.
New national dynamic: Inclusive and cohesive with unified national narratives
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Educatited elites

Agraraian
peasants
Industrial
Working
classes

Prosporeous
Nation:
controlled by
all-inclusive
democratic
state

Core dynamics:

Typical indicators:

Agreed social covenant/or social
constitution

Political security: responsive government transional
people's government and peaceful society

Institutions/laws: empower mos, dynamic economoy
delivers wide spread benefits, high tolerence for identity
Consolidated political democratic party
and/or belief of diffent groups
Agreed social contract

Important enlightenment we should learn from the sixtieth [critical thinking]:
• They assumed the awesome responsibility of building the kind of tightly disciplined organization
which would be able to take state power at the head of the Ethiopian working citizens and all the
other oppressed and discontented strata of Ethiopian society
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• They concentrated their extraordinary abilities and energies on the task which they had
concluded was decisive to the success of the Ethiopian revolution: the building of an apparatus of
dedicated, disciplined revolutionists to lead the entire population in the struggle for power.
• For the Martyrs, the notion of citizenship is widely seen as extending beyond the ethnic
community, province, and nation to include important global elements. They even went beyond
their own nation to include that “today’s citizen is increasingly a world citizen and educating for
global citizenship is important.” Citizens, particularly young ones, had been described as critical
thinkers and selfless—they did know the basic information necessary to function as citizens;
inclusiveness, oneness, and freedom for all—they felt cut off from the political arrogancy, hate,
dehumanization, disloyal to their motherland. They observed contemporary the regimes as
pervaded by dishonesty and corruption; and agnostic. However, they did believe in the values
necessary to undergird democratic citizenship that includes all citizens. In addition to the dual
crises of ignorance and alienation, they instructed in their literature great concern about the lack
of commitment to the values of citizenship.
• Whether one is dealing with cognitive matters such as level of factual information about politics
or conceptual sophistication in its assessment; or such motivational matters as degree of attention
paid to politics and emotional involvement in political affairs; or questions of actual behavior,
such as engagement in any of a variety of political activities from party work to vote turnout itself:
education is everywhere the universal solvent, and the relationship is always in the same direction:
devoid of hate atrocity, interethnic conflict, and genocide. The higher the education, the greater
the ‘good’ values of the variable. Martyrs thought us that the educated citizen is attentive,
knowledgeable, and participatory and the educated uneducated citizen is not. They further guided
us and left the legacy that the relationship between education and civic and social engagement
requires delineating multiple dimensions of engagement, namely: political engagement, civic
engagement, voting, trust, tolerance, and political knowledge.
• The sixtieth were good persons and good citizens: they were organized under their protagonist
party line-wished to instill or nurture a willingness among our future citizens to sacrifice their
self-interests for the sake of the common good. For them, participation on this view is important
both to stabilize society and to enhance each individual’s human flourishing through the
promotion of our collective welfare. They believed that “freedom” is the right of every human
being to become more human.
• Believing in genuine dialogue: besides insisting that the solutions we seek come from problems
rooted in our experience, the Martyrs’ motions us toward adopting a pluralistic sensibility that
respects the “other,” given that there is more than one way of being. A pluralistic sensibility is
manifested through the tolerance we exercise during any dialogue. Democratic interactions are
based on a type of faith in humanity, in the belief that all are able to discuss their problems, that is,
the problems of their country, continent, world, work, and of democracy itself. In order to engage
and be engaged by others in dialogue, it is necessary that we cultivate a sensibility of confidence,
humility, and willingness to risk loving others and that we allow others to be who they are.
Genuine dialogue is not possible without these values. The sixtieth did not pretend to have any
solutions other than to suggest that an open-ended dialogue could lead us to have a more just and
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humane world. Time evolution of prosperous nation from the ground-up (Not from top to bottom
biases!) “We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them.” Albert Einstein He continued instructing:
1. “The crisis of our time” the scientist sustained, “concerns the relationship of individual to
society [whereby the individual] does not experience his dependence on society as a positive
asset, as an organic tie or as a protective force, but rather as a threat to his/her rights or to
his economic existence.”
2. “This crippling of individuals I consider the worst evil of capitalism” Einstein lamented.
“Our whole educational system suffers from this evil. An exaggerated competitive attitude is
inculcated into the student, who is trained to worship acquisitive success as a preparation
for his future career.” Furthermore, the mastermind questioned mainstream assumptions
characteristic of popular strands of economic thinking. Einstein sustained that we can
transcend our lower faculties and our sheer selfish impulses and that we are not bound to
Educated elites Agrarian peasants Industrial Working classes Prosperous Nation:
controlled by all-inclusive democratic state be subservient to “cruel, self-inflicted hate”.
Instead, as rational creatures we can uphold and live into what he called a “cultural
attitude” that makes life as satisfying as possible. (Put differently, pride and basic instinct
need not trump humility and enlightened intellect.) Einstein rightly recognized that science
can only determine “what is”, while it is the role of religion to establish “what should be”
• Dogmatism and empiricism alike are subjectivism, each originating from an opposite pole of
subjectivist trends!
• Theory becomes purposeless if it is not connected with revolutionary practice, just as practice
creeps in the dark if its path is not illumined by revolutionary transformative praxis!
• Transitional people's democratic government is the sole trajectory that will lead to a new society
where justice and liberty will be germinated if the temperature of social revolution is warm enough
to speed it!
• Blind support to authority is pure opportunism backed by dogmatism and ignorance! Victory for
the overwhelming majorities and the unity of Ethiopia as one nation!
• We are iron that sharpen iron!
• We stand by the side of our beloved people and be the voice of the voiceless! Eventually, we
conclude that the power of grit, nonetheless, demonstrates incremental predictive validity of
success that measures over and beyond IQ and conscientiousness. Collectively, the above narrative
suggests that the achievement of difficult goals entails not only talent but also the sustained and
focused application of talent over time
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Have a high opinion of or pay tribute to Martyrs!

Finally, it is taboo/act of wickedness not to bring the heroic memories and the
historical legacies of the 60th-70th martyrs as our own reflection. The Martyrs
(EPRP) expounded a vision of new democratic citizenries who would/will work for
the good of society rather than for personal profit, a notion they embodied through
their own hard work. They have been regarded as martyred heroes by
generations of social democrats and the overwhelming majorities: they are the
founders of the first human right party, EPRP, that mobilized the entire
Ethiopian citizenries', from coast to coast, to fight against tyrannical regimes
for democratic state. They were clever, dedicated, determined, and wanted to
remain in the revolutionary course and die fighting as martyrs, which they did.
"ያልቀበረ ያርዳ የተባለ ይመስል

ያልነበረ ያውራ የተባለ ይመስል
የእነ ነበርን ወሬ ሀገሪቷን ሞላት
የነበረው ሳይሆን ያልነበረው በላት"
[ሀማ ቱማ]
The people, and the people alone are the motive force of Ethiopian history!
The raging tide of the people of our country against neoliberal aggressors is irresistible!
Tigers do not change their stripes; ethnic regime is the driving force of GENOCIDE not
democracy!
He who nails that sticks out gets hit the hardest: passive struggle is not the solution!
Saying “no” to ethnic politics means living the no by struggling to transform it into an
affirmation of humanization.!
Social revolution requires us to fight the self-expansion of value and “involves not just the
transformation of our social and economic conditions but also the transformation of
ourselves and the way we relate to one another as social beings!
A cat may go to a monastery, but she remains a cat as traitors are always traitors!
The social revolution will raise itself up again clashing, and to the reactionaries'
horror it will proclaim to the sounds of trumpets: We were, we are, we will be!
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